
Sea Turtle and Coral Reef:  
Kathy McNeil 

Beginner 
 Appliqué 

Fast, fun, and oh so magical. Step into the world of pictorial appliqué. Learn the steps of 
layered UNIT appliqué to enhance your designs. Two applique methods will be used to 
create your turtle. The Easy Apliquick method - turned edges create more loft, 
dimension, and longevity in your turtles. Students will use this method for the larger shapes 
and then - fuse on the smaller mosaic flipper shapes. Kathy will be teaching the Apliquick 
method.  Either hand or machine appliqué can be used to sew your turtle together and to 
the background. Kathy will go over her favorite machine appliqué stitch. Bring your own 
Apliquick tools, glue pen and interfacing, order with pattern or purchase from instructor in 
class.  Kathy will supply some Lite Steam a seam2 to get you started on one flipper. 

 Class objectives: Tips for basic pattern making for all sea critters using base shapes. 
Choosing fabrics for pictorial work. Creating 3-D embellishments. Quilting the Pictorial quilt. 

A pattern is required $13.95 and can be pre-ordered from my website. 
www.kathymcneilquilts.com Please include a note with order that you are registered in this 
Zoom class, so that I can send some handouts with your pattern, and tool order. 

You will need to collect fabrics listed in the pattern before class. 

Please bring the following items to class: 
• Basic Sewing Supplies 
• Soft pencil 
• Appliqué pins 
• Apliquick tools are required -An Apliquick turned edges kit is available and 

includes: (2) stainless steel turning rods, (1) unit of Apliquick interfacing - your 
pattern templates, (1) glue pen, and (1) glue refill. $58 

Please trace your pattern onto clear plastic before the workshop. 
Turtle Fabrics to collect before class. No need to bring the background fabric. We 
will work on the turtle in class and discuss background options. 

Top shell base and base shape for both back flippers - 1/4 yard of medium light green small scale print.  
Make sure it has enough contrast with the water to stand out.  
1/4 yd  Light golden brown batik or print for top shell plates. 
Top shell Rim - 8” x 18” piece that compliments green used for base.  Go darker. 
Bottom shell -  1/4 yd. of creamy light green with very little print. 
Front flippers - 1/4 yd lighter green small scale print. See value changes in examples below.  
1/4 yd.  darker brown in value than the golden brown used in the shell plates. (Do Not Use Fat Quarter)  
Neck - 1/4 yd. batik or small scale print with some dots or other textural interest. 5” x 6” scrap of 
something darker for the wrinkles. 

http://www.kathymcneilquilts.com
https://www.americanquilter.com/media/event/education/2019-basic-sewing-supplies-aqs.pdf


Head - will use the light green fabric of the front flippers. No need to buy more. 
Eye -3” x 3” dark green and black.  
Reef - 8” x 8” pink for coral. 6” x 8” green for sea grass. Scraps for the other objects. Fussy cut 1-3 inch 
images of tropical fish or coral reef objects from a novelty print.     
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